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Abstract
A set cover for a set S is a collection C of special subsets whose union is S. Given covers A and B for two sets, the set-cover
difference problem is to construct a new cover for the elements covered by A but not B. Applications include testing equivalence of
set covers and maintaining a set cover dynamically. In this paper, we solve the set-cover difference problem by deﬁning a difference
operation A − B, which turns out to be a pseudocomplement on a distributive lattice. We give an algorithm for constructing this
difference, and show how to implement the algorithm for two examples with applications in computer science: face covers on a
hypercube, and rectangle covers on a grid. We derive an upper bound on the time complexity of the algorithm, and give upper and
lower bounds on complexity for face covers and rectangle covers.
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1. Introduction
Given a set S, a set cover for S is a collection of sets C whose union is S; one says that C covers S. The collection
C is usually selected from a family of sets with special properties, and the sets in C may overlap. For example, given
a graph with edge set E, a clique cover for E is a collection of edge sets of complete graphs whose union is E. In
combinatorial computation, set covers are used to represent large sets in such a way that the cost of storage and/or
processing is reduced. For example, in computer vision, geometric information is often given via intersection graphs
or visibility graphs; one can speed up algorithms by representing such graphs with clique covers [1,2].
Within this context, a fundamental computational problem is to compare the underlying sets of two given covers.
A basic version of this problem is the following: given set covers A and B, determine whether the set covered by A
contains the set covered by B. In this paper we solve a more general problem:
Set-cover difference problem: given two set covers A and B, construct a cover for the set of elements covered by
A but not covered by B.
We would like to construct the new cover efﬁciently, without enumerating the elements explicitly. This difference
problem arises not only in comparing sets, but in dynamic or on-line computation, in which one needs to repeatedly
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the difference between face covers on a hypercube. (a,b) A 3-cube with sets of faces F and G, respectively. (c) The set ∪F/∪G
of vertices covered by F but not G. (d,e) Two different covers for ∪F/ ∪ G. (f) The cover F − G, the maximal subfaces of faces in F that do not
intersect any face of G.
update a set cover as the underlying set is modiﬁed. Surprisingly, we have been unable to ﬁnd previous work that
addresses this problem.
The results reported here provide a solution to the set-cover difference problem that has useful mathematical and
computational properties. In our solution, we ﬁrst deﬁne a binary operationA−B, which we call the difference between
A and B, whose output is the desired solution, i.e., a cover for the elements covered by A but not B (see Section 2.1).
The difference A − B is constructed as follows: for each set X in A, consider all the subsets of X (of those allowed in
a cover) that do not intersect any set in B; of these, keep only the maximal sets (those not contained in some other set).
Although there may be many covers for a given set of elements, in our deﬁnition, the cover is uniquely determined by
A and B. (See Figs. 1 and 2.)
We do not know of other work that discusses the difference operation introduced here. The deﬁnition turns out to
be equivalent to that of a pseudocomplement for a lattice deﬁned on covers (see Section 2.2). One can view the lattice
operations as generalizing the algebra of sets to that of collections of sets. For example, if the sets in A and B each
consist of single elements, our difference operation is equivalent to the standard differenceA\B, which is the collection
of (one-element) sets in A but not B.
We use properties of the difference operation to give a general algorithm for the set-cover difference problem. One
of our main results is that the time complexity of the algorithm is a polynomial with respect to relevant measures of
the input size (see Theorem 1, Section 2.3).
To demonstrate that the algorithm is useful in practice, we explain how to implement it in two cases that arise in
standard applications within computer science. The ﬁrst case arises from algorithmic problems involving Boolean
formulas in disjunctive normal form or DNF (ors of ands) (discussed in texts on logic design, such as [5]). A formula
in DNF is usually viewed as a set of vertices of a hypercube, covered by a collection of faces; i.e., as a face cover on
a hypercube (see Fig. 1). The second case arises from the design and manufacture of integrated circuits. Each circuit
layer is usually deﬁned as a set of bits on a grid (unit squares), represented as a collection of grid rectangles; i.e., as a
rectangle cover on a grid [3,6–8]. (See Fig. 2.) For both face covers and rectangle covers, we compare upper bounds
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the difference between rectangle covers on a grid. Sets of rectangles on a grid: (a) R = {R1, R2, R3} and (b) S = {S1, S2}.
(c) Unit squares covered by the rectangles in R but not S. (d) Difference R1 − S1 between individual rectangles. (e) Difference R2 − S1. (f) Cover
R − S, the set of all maximal rectangles inside those of R that do not intersect either rectangle in S. Note: In (d–f), some of the rectangles are offset
from their true positions on the grid, to help distinguish between intersecting rectangles.
on the complexity of the Difference Algorithm to lower bounds on the worst-case size of the difference (Sections 3
and 4). However, ﬁnding the true complexity of these problems and the algorithm are still open problems.
This paper is intended for several different types of readers: it provides a framework for practical computation with
set covers, as well as new theoretical questions. Sections 2.3, 3, 4 are intended mainly for computer scientists interested
in algorithm complexity and/or construction of set covers. Section 2.2 is intended mainly for discrete mathematicians
interested in set covers and ordered sets.
2. Difference between set covers
In this section we give our main result: a solution to the set-cover difference problem. We deﬁne set covers as
collections of sets chosen from some family, and introduce the set-cover difference operation (Section 2.1). We observe
that our operation has nice algebraic properties (Lemmas 1–3). To show the combinatorial meaning of this operation,
we explain how the difference operation can be viewed as a pseudocomplement for a lattice deﬁned on set covers
(Section 2.2). We use the properties of the operation to give a general algorithm for ﬁnding the difference between set
covers (Section 2.3). We then prove our primary theorem (Theorem 1, Section 2.3), which gives an upper bound on the
time complexity of the algorithm, which is polynomial with respect to a certain measure of input size. The value and
quality of the bound depends on the speciﬁc instance of the set-cover difference problem: in particular on the encoding
of elements and sets, which we illustrate via examples in Sections 3 and 4.
2.1. The difference operation and its properties
Let  be a family of ﬁnite nonempty subsets of some underlying set  (both  and  may be inﬁnite). Deﬁne a
cover A to be a ﬁnite collection of sets selected from  (A may be empty). If the union of the covering sets in A is
equal to a set S ⊆ , then we say A covers or represents S, and use the notation ∪A= S. To ensure that every set has a
cover, assume that the singleton set {a} is in  for each element a in . (We use lowercase letters to represent elements
of , uppercase letters to represent sets of elements, and uppercase boldface letters to represent collections of sets: a
is an element, A is a set, and A is a collection of sets.)
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A set S inside a coverA is calledmaximal if S is not a subset of some other set inA; let maxA denote the subcollection
of maximal sets in A. Given covers A and B, we deﬁne A − B as the collection of maximal covering subsets of sets in
A that do not intersect B; i.e.,
A − B = max(S ∈ |S ⊆ X for some X ∈ A and S ∩ Y = ∅ for all Y ∈ B).
(See Figs. 1 and 2 in Section 1 for examples illustrating the deﬁnition.) It is easy to show that A − B is a cover for
∪A\∪ B, the elements covered by A but not B. Moreover, A − B is determined uniquely by A and B.
We can show that this difference operation has nice distributive properties, given in Lemmas 1 and 2 below, which
are valuable for constructing A − B. Used repeatedly, these properties allow one to decompose the computation into
pairwise operations between sets. In both lemmas, if C and D are any covers, C ∪ D means the standard union: the
collection of sets in at least one of C and D. The proofs of the lemmas are straightforward and are omitted.
Lemma 1. Let A1, A2, and B be covers (collections of sets from ). Then (A1 ∪A2)−B=max[(A1 −B)∪ (A2 −B)].
Lemma 2. Let A, B1, and B2 be covers. Then A − (B1 ∪ B2) = (A − B1) − B2.
Also, one can delete redundant sets from covers A and B before computing the difference. This is stated in the
following lemma, whose proof is also straightforward and is omitted.
Lemma 3. A − B = maxA − maxB.
2.2. Set-cover difference as a pseudocomplement of a distributive lattice
The deﬁnition ofA−B arises naturally within the theory of distributive lattices. To explain this, we use the vocabulary
and notation of [10, Chapter 3] to deﬁne a lattice on covers. We ﬁrst review basic deﬁnitions. Assume  is ordered by
set inclusion. An antichain of  is a cover with no distinct sets X and Y where X ⊆ Y ; i.e., a cover A with A=maxA.
An order ideal (sometimes called a downset) I of  is a cover that is closed under inclusion: i.e., given X and Y in
 where Y ⊆ X, if X is in I, then Y is also in I. If A is any cover, then the order ideal generated by A is the closure of
A in  under inclusion, and is written 〈A〉.
LetJ() be the collection of all order ideals of , ordered by inclusion. It is well known thatJ() is a distributive
lattice, with meet and join equal to the standard intersection and union, respectively [10, Chapter 3] (in this section
we regard the collection  as a set and the covering sets in  as its elements). LetM() be the collection of ﬁnite
antichains of ; i.e.M() is the set of all maxA where A is a cover. The relation A ≡ B if maxA = maxB is an
equivalence relation, soM() can be viewed as the set of all covers. Also, Lemma 3 shows that the difference operation
on covers is equivalent to the same difference operation onM().
Observe that 〈A〉 = 〈maxA〉; one can think of maxA as a generator for 〈A〉. The map A 
→ 〈A〉 gives a one-to-one
correspondence betweenM() and J(). Moreover, ifM() is ordered so that AB if 〈A〉 ⊆ 〈B〉, then one can
show thatM() is a distributive lattice isomorphic toJ().
If A and B are antichains of , it is not hard to show that our deﬁnition of A−B can be translated as “the maximum
D inM() such that DA and D ∧ B = ∅”, where the maximum is with respect to the order onM(), and “∧” is
the meet operation ofM(). In other words, A − B is essentially the pseudocomplement of B with respect to A. Note
that if  is equivalent to  (consists of singleton sets only) then A − B reduces to the usual set difference ∪A\∪ B,
the elements in ∪A that are not in ∪B. In this sense, our set-cover difference operation generalizes the standard set
difference to collections of sets.
2.3. Difference Algorithm for set covers
Using Lemmas 1 and 2, one can show that A − B can be found by repeatedly computing the difference between
pairs of sets—in any order. This is described in the procedure below. To simplify notation, if X and Y are sets in , we
use X − Y to mean (X) − (Y ); i.e., we omit the parentheses or brackets indicating that X and Y are actually covers
containing one set each. In the algorithm, for sets, X ∩ Y is the usual set intersection; however, for covers A and B, we
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use A ∩ B to mean the collection of pairwise set intersections {X ∩ Y |X ∈ A, Y ∈ B}—not the sets in A that are also
in B. Note: With this deﬁnition, max(A ∩ B) = A ∧ B inM() (see the previous section).
Difference Algorithm (basic version).
(Begin) Do until A ∩ B = ∅: [all pairwise intersections are empty]
Find X ∈ A and Y ∈ B such that X ∩ Y is nonempty;
Replace X by X − Y in A; delete any nonmaximal sets. (End)
In order to simplify analysis of the algorithm, we ﬁrst rewrite it so operations are performed in breadth-ﬁrst order,
as in the following version. This version can be proved correct using induction and Lemmas 1 and 2.
Difference Algorithm
Input: A and B, covers selected from . Output: Difference D = A − B.
If A or B is empty, Return A and Halt.
Let D := A [Initialize difference.]
For each Y ∈ B: [Compute D − Y :]
For each Z ∈ D:
If Z ∩ Y is nonempty, Then replace Z with Z − Y ;
End For.
If D is empty, Then Return ∅ and Halt;
Else D := maxD. [Delete redundant sets.]
End For.
Return D and Halt.
In a speciﬁc set-covering situation, the ﬁrst step in implementing the Difference Algorithm is to ﬁnd efﬁcient proce-
dures to compute X∩Y and X−Y , based on some encoding of elements and sets. In the following theorem, assuming
such procedures are given, we give a general time bound for computing A − B using the Difference Algorithm—the
value of the bound in a speciﬁc case will depend on the details of the implementation. The difference operation can be
written as A−B=max{Z|Z ∈ 〈A〉, Z ∩B=∅}, where 〈A〉 is the order ideal generated by A, so A−B is an antichain
inside 〈A〉.
Theorem 1. Let  be a collection of nonempty ﬁnite sets, ordered by inclusion. Let A and B be ﬁnite subcollections of
, and let  be the maximum size of an antichain in the order ideal 〈A〉. Assume that for each X ∈ 〈A〉 and each Y ∈ B,
X, Y , X ∩ Y , and X − Y can be accessed, computed, or written within O(k) steps. Then, the Difference Algorithm will
produce A − B in at most O(k32|B|) steps, where |B| is the number of sets in B.
Proof. Let B(i) = {Y (1), Y (2), . . . , Y (i)} be the ﬁrst i sets in B. Let D(0) = A and D(i) = A − B(i), for i > 0. Note
that after the ith iteration of the outer For loop (Phase i) we have D = D(i). We know that D(i+1) = D(i) − Y where
Y = Y (i + 1). To ﬁnd D(i+1), we ﬁrst ﬁnd Z − Y for each Z ∈ D(i). For each Z, at most O(k) steps are needed to test
whether Z ∩ Y is empty and then to compute Z − Y . Since D(i) is an antichain inside 〈A〉, it contains at most  sets.
Thus, this part of Phase i + 1 requires at most O(k) steps, and can create at most O(k) sets.
Note that one can ﬁnd the collection of maximal subsets S in any collection D ⊆  by making |S||D| queries of the
form “Is X ⊆ Y ?”, which is equivalent to “Is X ∩ Y = X?”. Each such query requires O(k) steps by assumption, so it
is possible to output S in O(k|S||D|) steps. This is O(k|D|2) steps in the worst case.
Thus, in the second part of Phase i+1, deleting the nonmaximal subsets requires at most O([k]2) queries with each
query requiring at most O(k) steps. So each phase needs at most O(k32) steps in total.
Since there are |B| phases, the total number of steps is at most O(k32|B|). 
It makes sense to view the values k and k|B| as the sizes of the inputs A and B, respectively. Thus, the theorem
shows that the algorithm is polynomial time with respect to input size.
Remarks on implementation. Note that one can reduce the initial sizes of A and B by replacing them with maxA and
maxB, which is justiﬁed by Lemma 3. This preprocessing adds at most O(k|A|2 + k|B|2) steps. One can also delete
any X ∈ A such that X ⊆ Y for some Y ∈ B, since X − Y is empty.
However, the complexity of the algorithm depends mainly on the sizes of the D(i) and the time needed to delete
nonmaximal elements. Assume that the sets in D(i) are all maximal, and we want to delete the nonmaximal sets in
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Phase (i + 1) (see proof of Theorem 1). We can speed this up using the following observations. Suppose that Z1 and
Z2 are in D(i) and Y =Y (i + 1) is the current set in B. If Z1 and Z2 do not intersect, then no sets in Z1 −Y and Z2 −Y
can intersect. Or, if both Z1 and Z2 do not intersect Y, neither Z1 nor Z2 is contained in the other (since nonmaximal
sets were removed from D(i)) and both still exist in Phase (i + 1). Thus, to delete nonmaximal sets in Phase (i + 1),
one need only test pairs of sets that are derived from pairs Z1 and Z2 that intersect, where at least one intersectsY. This
suggests that one may substantially reduce the number of inclusion tests by maintaining and updating intersection data
throughout the algorithm.
3. Difference between covers on the n-cube
In this section we explain how to implement the Difference Algorithm for face covers for vertices of a hypercube.
We show that if the dimension of the cube is n, then the value of k in Theorem 1, the time required for pairwise face
operations, is O(n2). The value of , the largest antichain of faces, can be exponential in n, so that the algorithm may
have exponential complexity (see Theorem 2). However, this is not surprising, since testing whether the difference
between two collections of faces is empty is equivalent to testing whether the truth assignments to one DNF Boolean
formula also satisfy the other, a co-NP-complete problem [4, p. 261]. Moreover, we show that any algorithm to ﬁnd
the difference requires exponential complexity in the worst case (Theorem 3).
3.1. Intersection and difference for faces
Let  be the set of vertices of an n-cube, and let  be the set of all nonempty faces (subcubes). In order to implement
the Difference Algorithm to ﬁnd the difference between sets of faces, we must give procedures to ﬁnd F ∩G and F −G
for single faces F and G.
We use a standard encoding, in which the 2n vertices of the n-cube are represented by 0-1 strings of length n. The
skeleton of the cube is represented by a graph in which an edge joins each pair of vertices that differ in one bit. For
example, in the 3-cube shown in Fig. 3, vertex 101 is joined by an edge to vertices 001, 111, and 100. Each nonempty
face can be represented by a string F = F1F2 · · ·Fn where each Fi is either 1, 0, or ∗ (“do not care”). For example,
1 ∗ 0∗ represents the face that contains the four vertices 1101, 1001, 1100, and 1000. The string ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ represents the
whole 4-cube. The dimension of a face is the number of “∗”s in its string.
Given faces F and G, the intersection F ∩ G is also a face H.
To construct H, for each position i, let bit Hi be deﬁned as Fi ∧ Gi where (1) ∗ ∧ x = x ∧ ∗ = x for any x; (2)
0 ∧ 0 = 0; 1 ∧ 1 = 1; (3) 0 ∧ 1 = 1 ∧ 0 is undeﬁned.
Note that if any Hi is undeﬁned, then F ∩ G is empty.
For example, 1 ∗ 01 ∗ ∩10 ∗ ∗ ∗ =1001∗ , and ∗10 ∗ ∩10 ∗ ∗ is empty. This procedure yields the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If F and G are faces of the n-cube then their intersection F ∩G is a face which can be constructed in O(n)
steps.
Since F ⊆ G if and only if F ∩ G = F , one can also test whether F ⊆ G in O(n) steps.
Fig. 3. Representation of faces on a 3-cube. (a) Labeling of vertices with 0–1 strings (vertices have dimension 0). (b) Edge 1 ∗ 0, a face of
dimension 1. (c) Square ∗1∗, a face of dimension 2.
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We now consider the difference F − G, the set of maximal subfaces of F that do not intersect G. To explain the
construction in general, we ﬁrst consider an example. LetF be the face ∗0∗∗∗ and letG=∗∗1∗0. ThenF ∩G=∗01∗0,
so the intersection is nonempty. In order to create a subface of F, we need to create a string in which position 2 is 0. To
ensure that the face does not intersect G, the string must disagree with G in position 3 or 5. The set of maximal faces
with these properties is {∗00 ∗ ∗, ∗0 ∗ ∗1}.
To generalize this construction, ﬁrst observe that if F ∩G is empty, then F −G=F , and, if F is a subface of G, then
F −G is empty. Otherwise, if F intersects G but is not contained in G, then for each j in which both Fj and Gj are 0 or
1, Gj = Fj , and there is at least one i where Fi = ∗ and Gi is 0 or 1. If F and G intersect, let =(F,G)= {i|Fi = ∗
and Gi is 0 or 1}. For each i ∈ , form a string H that agrees with F in every bit except that Hi =Gi , the complement
of Gi . Let D(F,G) be the set of all faces H formed in this way. Note that , and hence D(F,G), is empty if F ⊆ G.
Lemma 5. Let F and G be faces of the n-cube with nonempty intersection. Then F −G=D(F,G), and hence F −G
can be constructed in O(mn) steps where m = ||n.
Proof. It is not hard to show that any subface of F that does not intersectGmust be contained in some face ofD(F,G),
since it must disagree with G in some position. To see that the faces in D(F,G) are maximal, it is sufﬁcient to observe
that they are all distinct and have the same dimension (dim F) − 1. Thus, F − G = D(F,G), and |F − G| = m. 
In fact, we can show that F − G is actually a minimum cover of the vertices in F that are not in G, as stated in the
following proposition.
Proposition 1. The set F −G, the set of maximal subfaces of F that do not intersect G, contains the minimum number
of faces in any cover of the vertices in F that are not in G.
Proof. The statement is trivial if F ∩G=F (F ⊆ G) or F ∩G=∅, so assume that F ∩G=H where H is a nonempty
proper subface of F. Let V be the set of vertices covered by F but not G.
For each i ∈ (F,G) (positions where Fi is ∗ and Gi is 0 or 1), let x = x(i) be any vertex (0-1 string) that agrees
with F ∩G in every 0-1 position, except that x hasGi (the complement ofGi) in position i. For example, if F =10∗∗∗
andG=∗011∗, thenH =1011∗, and ={3, 4}. So we can choose x(3)=10011 or 10010 and x(4)=10101 or 10100.
Let X be the set of all vertices x(i). Observe that X ⊆ V , and |X| = |(F,G)| = |F − G| by Lemma 5.
Now let M(i, j) be a face that contains both x(i) and x(j), for i = j . In the example above, if x(3) = 10010 and
x(4) = 10100, then M(3, 4) can be the face 10 ∗ ∗0.
Observe that x(i) and x(j) must disagree on positions i and j, so the face M(i, j) must contain “∗” in positions i and
j. However, x(i) and x(j) agree with F ∩G on every other 0-1 position, so M(i, j) intersects F ∩G. That is, M(i, j)
must contain vertices in G, and so is not fully contained in V. Thus, each x(i) must lie in a unique face inside V, and
so any cover for V must have at least |X| = |F − G| faces. 
3.2. Time bounds for the Difference Algorithm
Each phase of the Difference Algorithm (Section 2.3) begins with a set of faces D (the current difference) and a face
G. Then, for each H ∈ D, if H ∩G is nonempty we replace H by H −G. To obtain D−G, we delete the nonmaximal
faces from this set.
Example. We illustrate the algorithm for the following input.
F = {F(1), F (2), F (3)} = {∗11 ∗ ∗, 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 1, 01 ∗ 10},
G = {G(1),G(2)} = {01 ∗ 1∗, 1111∗}.
Phase 1: D = F and G = G(1) = 01 ∗ 1∗.
Replace D with (F (1) − G) ∪ (F (2) − G) ∪ (F (3) − G), which is {111 ∗ ∗, ∗110∗} ∪ {1 ∗ 0 ∗ 1} ∪ ∅;
All faces are maximal so D = {111 ∗ ∗, ∗110∗, 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 1}.
Phase 2: G = G(2) = 1111∗.
D is now replaced by {1110∗} ∪ {∗110∗} ∪ {1 ∗ 0 ∗ 1}.
Since 1110∗ ⊂ ∗110∗, face 1110∗ is deleted, to get the output D = {∗110∗, 1 ∗ 0 ∗ 1}.
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Another example is given in Fig. 1: F = {1 ∗ ∗, 01∗} and G = {∗01, 00∗}. The Difference Algorithm gives F − G =
{11∗, 1 ∗ 0, 01∗}, as shown in Fig. 1(f).
An argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1 gives an exponential upper bound on the worst-case complexity of
constructing F − G using the Difference Algorithm, which is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There is some constant c such that, ifF andG are sets of faces of the n-cube, then the Difference Algorithm
produces F − G within O(cn) steps.
Proof. For each pair of faces H and G, O(n) steps are needed to ﬁnd H ∩ G (Lemma 4), and at most O(n2) steps to
compute H − G (Lemma 5). The largest antichain in the order ideal generated by F certainly has fewer faces than
the whole cube, so < 3n. A given phase creates at most O(n) faces within O(n2) steps. Finding the maximal faces
requires at most O(n[n]2) = O(n32) steps.
Thus, the entire algorithm requires no more than O(|G|n3(3n)2) steps. Since |G| is also bounded above by the total
number of faces, this is O(cn) steps for some c. 
To improve the performance of the Difference Algorithm in practice, one can use the methods mentioned at the end
of Section 2.3. However, any algorithm to solve the set-cover difference problem must be exponential time in the worst
case, as described in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. If F and G are collections of faces of an n-cube, any algorithm to ﬁnd a face cover for the set ∪F\∪ G
requires (bn) steps in the worst case, for some constant b√2.
Proof. Let F = {F } = F be a single face representing the whole n-cube (a string of n “∗”s). Let G be the collection
of faces {11 ∗ ∗ · · · , ∗ ∗ 11 ∗ ∗ · · · , ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 11 ∗ ∗ · · · , . . .}; that is, each G(j) has a “1” in positions (2j − 1, 2j),
and “*” everywhere else. It is not hard to see that F − G is the set of strings such that each pair of adjacent positions
(2j − 1, 2j) has exactly one “0” and one “∗”, so |F − G| = 2n/2.
We claim that F −G is a minimum cover for F\∪G. Given a face H of F −G, deﬁne a vertex xH ∈ H by replacing
each “∗” by a “1”. For example, if n = 6 and H = 0 ∗ ∗0 ∗ 0, then xH= 011010. Then xH is not contained in any
other face H ′ of F − G, since there must be at least one pair of positions (2j − 1, 2j) where H contains “∗0” and H ′
contains “0∗”. This shows that F − G is a minimal cover, i.e., no face is redundant.
Now observe that F\∪G is the set of vertex strings such that each pair of adjacent positions (2j − 1, 2j) has at least
one “0”. Thus, any maximal face whose vertices lie in F\∪ G is in F − G. Hence, there is a minimum cover that is a
subset of F − G; however, since F − G is minimal, the cover must contain all of F − G. 
A nice open problem is to substantially reduce the gap between the upper and lower bounds on the complexity. For
example, with respect to the lower bound, we can substantially increase the number of faces in F − G by modifying
the example in the proof above. For example, let G = {11 ∗ ∗ · · · , 0011 ∗ ∗ · · · , ∗ ∗ 0011 ∗ ∗ · · · , etc.} (each set of four
adjacent positions that end in an even position has the pattern 0011). One can show that F − G contains (2 + √2)n/2
faces, by solving an appropriate system of recurrence relations. Or, rather than dividing each string inG into n/2 blocks
of size 2, divide each string into n/k blocks of size k. For each 1 in/k, deﬁne a set of 2k−1 strings in which block
i is replaced by each 0-1 string of even parity, and all other blocks are ﬁlled with “∗”. Then |G| = (2k−1/k)n and
|F − G| = (2(k−1)/k)n, which can be made as close to 2n as desired.
4. Difference Algorithm for rectangle covers
In this section we implement the Difference Algorithm when  is the set of unit squares of a grid (ﬁnite or inﬁnite)
and  (the collection of covering sets) is the set of grid rectangles.
Starting with two dimensions, suppose the columns of the grid are x values, numbered left to right, and the rows
are y values, numbered bottom to top, as in Fig. 2. A grid rectangle can be represented compactly by a four-integer
array (a, b, c, d) which represents the set of columns x with axb and the set of rows y with cyd. If b<a
or d < c the rectangle is empty. In other words, intervals [a, b] and [c, d] are the respective x- and y-projections of
the rectangle. The intersection of two rectangles is also a rectangle (possibly empty): (a, b, c, d) ∩ (a′, b′, c′, d ′) =
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[max{a, a′},min{b, b′},max{c, c′},min{d, d ′}]. For example, in Fig. 2(a), R1 = (1, 5, 5, 7), R2 = (3, 6, 1, 6), and
R3 = (2, 7, 3, 3); so R1 ∩ R2 = (3, 5, 5, 6), R2 ∩ R3 = (3, 6, 3, 3), and R1 ∩ R3 = (2, 5, 5, 3) = ∅.
Given two rectangles, R = (a, b, c, d) and S = (a′, b′, c′, d ′), their difference R − S is the set of maximal rectangles
inside R that do not intersect S. This is a set of at most four rectangles, which can be found easily from the arrays for R
and S, as we now show. If R∩S =∅ then R−S =R, and if R∩S =R, then R−S =∅. Otherwise, ﬁnd the differences
for the x- and y-projections of the rectangles, as follows. Let x = (a, b)− (a′, b′) be the nonempty intervals in the set
{(a, a′ − 1), (b′ + 1, b)}. Analogously, y = (c, d) − (c′, d ′) = {(c, c′ − 1), (d ′ + 1, d)}. Then, R − S is obtained by
replacing (a, b) in R by each member of x , then starting over and replacing (c, d) by each member of y .
Examples.
(1) In Fig. 2(a,b), R1 = (1, 5, 5, 7) and S1 = (2, 3, 5, 6). We have x = {(1, 1), (4, 5)}, and y = {(7, 7)}, since (5, 4)
is empty.
Thus, R1 − S1 = {(1, 1, 5, 7), (4, 5, 5, 7), (1, 5, 7, 7)}, shown in Fig. 2(d).
(2) Also, R2 − S1 = (3, 6, 1, 6) − (2, 3, 5, 6) = {(4, 6, 1, 6), (3, 6, 1, 4)}, shown in Fig. 2(e).
(3) Note that R3 ∩ S1 = ∅, so R3 − S1 = R3; and R3 ⊂ S2, so R3 − S2 = ∅.
(4) In order to ﬁnd the difference R − S, shown in Fig. 2(f), the Difference Algorithm operates as follows.
Phase 1: Compute R− S1 for each rectangle, to get (R1 − S1)∪ (R2 − S1)∪ (R3 − S1)= (R1 − S1)∪ (R2 − S1)∪R3.
All rectangles are maximal, so there are no deletions.
Phase 2: Compute (R−S1)−S2 for each rectangle, which gives (R1 −S1)∪{(4, 6, 1, 6)−S2, (3, 6, 1, 4)−S2}∪∅.
Since (4, 6, 1, 1) is contained in (3, 6, 1, 1), it is deleted, and we get {(1, 1, 5, 7), (4, 5, 5, 7), (1, 5, 7, 7), (3, 6, 1, 1),
(3, 6, 4, 4), (4, 6, 4, 6)}.
We can use the ideas of Theorem 1 to get an upper bound on the complexity of theDifferenceAlgorithm for rectangles
in two dimensions. Given single rectangles R and S, all relevant operations, including construction of R − S, can be
carried out using a constant number of integer operations. Given sets R and S of rectangles, the set of rectangles in
R−S contains at most n= 2(|R| + |S|) distinct row or column endpoints, since every endpoint is an endpoint in either
R or S (using the construction given above). Thus, one can embed R − S in an n × n grid. On any grid, for each a, b,
and c, there is at most one maximal rectangle of the form (a, b, c, d). Hence, on an n × n grid, the maximum number
of maximal rectangles in each phase of the algorithm is at worst O(n3). Thus, using the formula in Theorem 1, the
Difference Algorithm requires at most O(|S|n6) integer operations, which is polynomial in the size of R and S.
For a lower bound, it is not hard to create an example in which R − S contains (n2) rectangles. We do not know
whether this can be increased to (n3).
The following theorem generalizes the preceding argument to d dimensions.
Theorem 4. Let R and S be sets of grid rectangles in dimension d2, with n = 2(|R| + |S|). Then, the Difference
Algorithm constructs R − S using at most p(n) integer operations, where p is a polynomial in n whose degree is O(d).
Proof. In d dimensions, a rectangle R can be represented by an integer array (a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , ad, bd) of length 2d,
where (ai, bi) is the projection of R onto the xi-axis.
The operations R ∩ S and R − S can be generalized in a straightforward way from two to d dimensions, as we now
describe. Let S = (a′1, b′1, a′2, b′2, . . . , a′d , b′d) and R ∩ S = (a′′1 , b′′1 , a′′2 , b′′2 , . . . , a′′d , b′′d). Then a′′i = max{ai, a′i} and
b′′i =min{bi, b′i} for each i, and R ∩ S is nonempty as long as a′′i b′′i for all i. So, the intersection R ∩ S can be found
by making 2d comparisons. To ﬁnd R − S, if R ∩ S is nonempty and R is not a subrectangle of S, ﬁrst ﬁnd the sets
of intervals i = {(ai, a′i − 1), (b′i + 1, bi)}, for each i. Then, starting with the array for R, for each i in turn, replace
(ai, bi) with each (nonempty) element of i in turn. Since each i contains at most two intervals, R − S contains at
most 2d rectangles. Each rectangle can be output in O(d) steps, so constructing R − S requires at most O(d2) steps.
The set of rectangles in R − S has at most n = 2(|R| + |S|) endpoints in each dimension. The maximum number
of maximal rectangles on a d-dimensional n × n × · · · × n grid is O(n2d−1), since at most 2d − 1 of the elements
(a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , ad, bd) may be chosen independently. Thus, the maximum number of rectangles at the end of each
phase is O(n2d−1). The next phase produces at most O(dn2d−1) rectangles, using at most O(d2n2d−1) steps. Deleting
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nonmaximal rectangles takes at most O(d[dn2d−1]2) = O(d3n4d−2) steps. Thus, the Difference Algorithm requires at
most O(|S|d3n4d−2) integer steps. 
As with the n-cube implementation, it is possible to speed up the algorithm in practice by using the ideas at the
end of Section 2.3. Also, when n is much larger than d, there is a faster but more complicated method for deleting
nonmaximal rectangles, which is described in [9, Sections 4.1.3 and 8.8.3]. One transforms the problem to that of
ﬁnding the maxima among a set of vectors in 2d dimensions. For example, in two dimensions, rectangle (a, b, c, d) is
contained in (a′, b′, c′, d ′) if and only if the vector inequality (−a, b,−c, d)(−a′, b′,−c′, d ′) is satisﬁed. Using this
transformation, the maximal rectangles in a set of N rectangles in d2 dimensions can be found in O[N(logN)2d−2]
steps. This substantially reduces the time bound in the proof of Theorem 4.
5. Open problems
The main open problems introduced in this work are ﬁnding good algorithms for computing the set-cover difference
A − B, and determining the correct worst-case complexity for computing the difference.
In this paper we have emphasized simplicity of implementation over speed. In order to apply our method efﬁciently,
one needs a good encoding of elements as well as the covering sets in  and efﬁcient subroutines for ﬁnding the
intersection and difference between pairs of sets. One also needs a good method to detect and delete nonmaximal sets
from a collection. Moreover, it turns out that the ordering of the elements of B affects the time to compute A − B; it
would be valuable to have good strategies for ordering the faces.
We have demonstrated the use of our general algorithm for face covers on a hypercube and rectangle covers on a
grid, both because these examples illustrate well the effect of the encoding of sets on the implementation, and because
ﬁnding the set-cover difference in these cases is relevant to our own interests. Another open question is to develop
good encodings and implementations for other set-cover situations in which solving the set-cover difference problem
is useful.
Since A − B is always an antichain in the order ideal generated by A, we have used the size of the largest such
antichain to bound the complexity of each phase in the algorithm. However, we do not know whether this bound is ever
achieved. On the n-cube, if |F| and |G| are both of size O(n), we conjecture that |F − G| is at most O(2n). If R and S
are collections of rectangles in the plane, and m = |R| + |S|, we conjecture that |R − S| = O(m2).
In this paper we have addressed the set-cover difference problem by deﬁning an operationA−Bwith useful algebraic
properties. However, there may be alternative deﬁnitions that have other advantages. The example in Fig. 2 shows that,
in the case of rectangles, R − S need not even be a minimal cover, since the rectangle (4, 5, 5, 7) in Fig. 2(f) could be
removed. Is it possible to deﬁne A − B so that the result is a unique minimal cover? A unique minimum cover?
There may also be cases in which a partition is desired as output, rather than a cover (in a partition, the covering sets
are disjoint). For example, in [7], the method the author uses to deﬁne the difference between rectangles yields more
than one possible partition. In general, if A and B are partitions (that intersect each other) can one deﬁne a “difference”
that yields a unique partition?
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